
 

CATCH PRO-WRESTLING FAN CODE OF CONDUCT 
 
 

We want everyone to have an enjoyable time at CATCH Pro-Wrestling and for that to be 

possible we need your help in following these simple rules and procedures. 

 

- CATCH Pro-Wrestling Staff are visible by CATCH clothing and/or lanyards. If you need 

assistance with anything please approach one of these staff members, they will either be 

able to assist in your enquiry or guide you to someone who can. 

- CATCH Pro-Wrestling WILL NOT TOLERATE: discriminative behaviour, verbal abuse, sexual 

abuse, bullying, online abuse, physical violence, racism, sexism, transphobia, homophobia or 

ANY behaviours that put talent, crew or other fans at risk. There will be security and crew 

members at all events. If you witness any of the above or have any concerns, please find 

someone and report it at the earliest opportunity. 

- While we want you to be vocal in your support or disdain for talent, please keep all chants 

or heckles in line with the aforementioned rules. Swearing is allowed, discrimination is not. 

 
- At the merchandise tables please treat talent with respect and do not step over 

their personal boundaries. If they decline a physical interaction, such as a hug or 

handshake, please respect their decision. 

 
- Anyone found to be breaking any of these rules will be ejected. We reserve the right to 

refuse entry to future shows. Keep this in mind with all interactions. 

- If you have any issues or concerns that do not involve safeguarding matters, you can 

contact CATCH Pro-Wrestling via email: scott@catchprowrestling.co.uk and/or 

ben@catchprowrestling.co.uk or through our social media channels (Facebook: CATCH 

Pro-Wrestling, Twitter: @CATCHpw, Instagram: @CATCHprowres) 

 

- All CATCH Pro-Wrestling policies and procedures will be available online for fans to 

read and consider.  

 
Please follow these rules and we will continue to do our utmost to keep CATCH Pro- 

Wrestling a safe and enjoyable experience for us all. Thank you. 
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